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First Monday, Volume 19, Number 3 - 3 March 2014
In this paper we investigate the relationship between the geographic location of protestors
attending demonstrations in the 2013 Vinegar protests in Brazil and the geographic location
of users that tweeted the protests. We explored the overlap between different sources of
geographic information from Twitter — namely geocode, hashtag, and user profile —
provided by multiple samples drawn from a population of three million tweets related to the
events and compared the data to the location of protestors attending the street
demonstrations. We adjusted the data for the uneven distribution of the population and
performed geospatial and spatial clustering analysis over sets of spatial locations. We found
evidence for the hypotheses that users tweeting the protests are geographically distant from
the street protests and that users from geographically isolated areas rely on Twitter
hashtags to remotely engage in the demonstrations.
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1. Introduction
The “Vinegar Protests” in Brazil were initially organized to oppose bus and underground fare
rises in June 2013. Demonstrations were later expanded to protests against the running
costs of infrastructure projects associated with international sport events, such as the
Confederations Cup, World Cup, and Summer Olympics (Sandy, 2013). Protestors’ demands
included conflicting political agendas that encompassed better public services, less taxes, and
adequate welfare benefits. The first large protest was held on 6 June in São Paulo, and on 17
June an estimated quarter million protestors took to the streets of major cities across the
country (O Globo, 2013). Protest marches turned violent and urban riots were observed in a
number of Brazilian cities. The demonstrations were subsequently dubbed “Vinegar Protests”
in reference to 60 protestors arrested for carrying vinegar as an antidote to tear gas and
pepper spray used by police.
Facebook and Twitter reportedly played an important role in the organization of public
outcries, facilitating communication between protestors and live streaming the
demonstrations (BBC Brasil, 2013). Geographic information was essential to provide context
to readers and activists as protests were taking place in several Brazilian cities
simultaneously. During this period, social media aggregation companies started offering
Twitter data with location information from Twitter profiles along with geocoded data
extracted from GPS–enabled devices (Cairns, 2013). Although the matching of a location in
users profile to a location in the real world is often inaccurate, this resource provides another
source of geographic information related to where users tweeted their messages.
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After 16 June, Twitter users started to tag messages indicating the location where protests
were taking place. This unconventional development provided social media messages with a
description of the location where protesting activity was happening around the country.
Users relied on location–based hashtags to join the protesting activity whether they were
physically present at the demonstrations or tweeting from the comfort of their residences.
After 17 June, the volume of hashtagged messages in our dataset becomes one order of
magnitude higher than non–hashtagged messages and remains higher until the end of the
period. Because of that, the Vinegar protests in Brazil offers an opportunity to aggregate
different sources of geographic data that capture the relationship between online and onsite
activities in the context of political protests.
In this paper we investigate the relationship between the geographic location where protests
took place in Brazil and the geographic location of users that tweeted the protests. We
compare the location of protestors attending demonstrations in Brazil with different sources
of geographic information — namely geocode, hashtag, and user profile — provided by
multiple samples drawn from a population of over three million tweets related to the events.
By exploring the spatial distances between the location of events and the locations of users
(identified by content of user’s tweets, profiles, and devices), the results of this study offer
an assessment of the interplay between onsite and online political activity. In the next
sections we review the literature, detail the objectives of this study, and explain the data
collection and the process of data analysis. In the last two sections of the paper we present
the results and discuss our findings.
 
2. Previous work
Research focused on geographic information of Web and social media data has boomed in
the past five years. Backstrom, et al. (2008) investigated the association of Web search
keywords with the geographic location of IP addresses and modeled the spatial variation
manifested in search queries. The availability of geographic information of Web search data
was also explored by Gan, et al. (2008) and Ginsberg, et al. (2008), who successfully traced
the spread of flu in the United States by correlating the number of visits to a local doctor
with flu–based search terms on Google. While earlier literature has focused on modelling
information of Web search data, recent research has focused on user–generated geographic
information by mining social media information streams.
This latter line of research was made possible by the growing availability of geographic
information generated by social media users and GPS–enabled devices. Cheng, et al. (2010)
used a probabilistic model based on hundreds of tweets to estimate the likelihood of users
living in a particular city within a 100–mile radius, while Sakaki, et al. (2010) investigated the
real–time interaction between onsite events and Twitter stream to monitor tweets and detect
events in geographic locations. Noulas, et al. (2011) studied urban mobility patterns in
several metropolitan areas by analyzing a large set of Foursquare users, and Gao, et al.
(2012) offered a sociohistorical model to explore user’s behavior on location–based social
networks.
The contrast between geography and the topology of social networks has been more
thoroughly explored in recent years. Volkovich, et al. (2012) investigated the interaction
between users and spatial distance and found that ties in highly connected social groups
tend to span shorter distances than connections bridging separated portions of the network.
Cranshaw, et al. (2012) measured the social dynamics of a city based on Foursquare check–
ins and compared with boundaries of traditional municipal organizational units such as
neighborhoods. The clustered check–in areas generated by social media users were
considerably different than traditionally defined neighbors.
The emergence of Twitter hashtags in specific locations and the role it plays in public
conversations has also been investigated. boyd, et al. (2010) described the topic function of
hashtags, Huang, et al. (2010) explored the conversational nature of Twitter tags, and
Bruns and Liang (2012) discussed how Twitter was used by the public to exchange
information related to natural disasters in Australia. Although most literature on hashtags
focuses on the context rather than the geographic information provided, previous
investigations have explored the overlap between hashtag and geographic location. Sloan, et
al. (2013) used a sample of one million tweets with geographic information retrieved from
user profile, geotagged tweets, and the content of the messages to estimate demographic
information from the messages.
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There is also a growing body of research focused on social and geographic information
retrieved from user profiles. Hecht, et al. (2011) found that 34 percent of users did not
provide real location information, and that when the information was available it almost never
specified it at a scale more detailed than the city. Quercia, et al. (2012) explored a large
sample of Twitter profiles to test whether real–life geography and topic associations hold true
on Twitter. Leetaru, et al. (2013) retrieved geographic data from tweets based on geocode,
profile, and messages and found that geographic proximity played a minimal role both in who
users communicate with and what they communicate about, providing preliminary evidence
that geographic location is not paramount to the exchange of information in social media.
On the other hand, there is a large body of work stressing the importance of geography to
Twitter network. Kulshrestha, et al. (2012) investigated the participation of Twitter users and
network connectivity and reported that geography had a substantial impact on the
interaction between users. Similarly, Takhteyev, et al. (2012) examined the influence of
geographic distance and national boundaries in the formation of social ties on Twitter and
found that a substantial share of ties lies within the same region. Yardi and boyd (2010)
investigated the tweets related to two local events and found that the geographic location of
tweets and users is important in creating context, providing real–time information, and
offering eyewitness accounts to the events.
The literature on social movements has devoted considerable attention to the relationship
between social media usage and physical protests (Bennett, et al., 2014; Castells, 2012), the
articulation between platforms of self–publication and contentious communication (Castells,
1997, 2009; Diani, 2000; Tarrow, 2005), and the increase in speed and scale of political
networks (Bennett, et al., 2008; Bennett and Segerberg, 2013). The literature also explored
how social media facilitated organization and horizontal logistical coordination (Theocharis,
2013) and provided a positive setting for the construction of elective social affinities
(Papacharissi and Oliveira, 2012).
Previous work have explored the interplay between onsite and online activity and explored
the awareness and political participation of social media users (Bekafigo and McBride, 2013;
Dimitrova and Bystrom, 2013; Gustafsson, 2012); commented on the role played by Twitter
on protest communication (Earl, et al., 2013); and assessed the effect of live–streaming
events on public conversations (Hawthorne, et al., 2013; Shamma, et al., 2009).
Researchers have explored how social network sites are instrumental to the rapid formation
of a geographically interconnected, networked counter public that we investigated in this
study, particularly in movements such as the Indignados in Spain (Vallina–Rodriguez, et al.,
2012), the Occupy in the U.S. (Penney and Dadas, 2014), the Kony 2012 campaign (Harsin,
2013), and the political unrest in the countries of the so–called Arab Spring (Lim, 2013).
Although the expansion of mobile communications, global satellite, and the Internet has
intensified the preoccupation with the geographic centers of political activism, research on the
complex relationships between social media use and geographic location is still forthcoming.
In this study we take a deeper look into the relationship between onsite and online political
activity by exploring how multiple streams of geographic information reported on social media
relate to the actual geography of protests. By exploring the spatial synchrony and
asynchrony between protestors and Twitter users, we can empirically test hypotheses about
the spatial location of protestors and users tweeting about the protests.
 
3. Objectives
In this paper we compare different sources of geographic information from Twitter related to
the protests in Brazil with the location of protestors attending the demonstrations onsite.
The source of geographic information for Twitter messages varies considerably in terms of
reliability and precision, and the data gathered for this study includes: a) location identified
by GPS coordinates; b) location identified by information on user profile; and, c) location
identified by information in the text message. We relied on these sources of geographic
information to compare the number and the distribution of protestors online with the
number and the distribution of protestors attending demonstrations onsite. Data related to
the number of protestors onsite was retrieved from press reports and aggregated by
number of protestors per location (see Annex I) in order to be cross–comparable with the
data retrieved from Twitter.
The primary objectives of this study are twofold. Firstly, we hypothesize that there is great
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spatial heterogeneity between the locations where users tweet their messages and the
location they addressed their communication. The underlying assumption being tested is that
Twitter users direct their political communication to locations that are relatively remote from
where they are physically placed. Secondly, we hypothesize that the distribution of
hashtagged tweets is similar to that of street protestors, the underlying assumption being
that the geography of hashtagged messages is similar to the political activity onsite. To this
end, we tested the following hypotheses:
H1: The geographic distribution of political
communication is concentrated in politically influential
regions of the country.
H2: The geographic distribution of protestors attending
demonstrations is closer to the distribution of hashtag
messages than to profile and geocode messages.
H3: The hashtagged location referred to in the
messages is relatively remote from the geographic
location where users tweeted the message.
H4: The geographic distribution of users tweeting the
protests is broader, less clustered, and relatively
remote from the geographic distribution of street
protestors.
Prior to testing the hypotheses, we collated the sources of geographic information online and
onsite and normalized the data based on socio–economic indicators of Brazilian society. The
georeferencing of the data was only possible due to unusual features of the information
streams. Firstly, the Vinegar protests took place across most of Brazil, thus providing cross–
country data about the same political event in a relatively short time frame. Secondly, Twitter
messages were hashtagged following a city and/or state location–based method, so that
messages related to protest in Rio de Janeiro and other federative units can be easily
identified regardless of whether they include geocode information. Lastly, the combination of
multiple streams of political activity provides an opportunity to understand how Twitter users
engage in political movements from where they presently are; where they are coming from;
and to what location they are addressing their communications.
 
4. Data
We consulted press reports about the location and the number of protestors in Brazil during
the second half of 2013 and monitored 35 Twitter hashtags and keywords associated with
the protests (see Annex I) via Twitter Search and Streaming APIs (O’Brien III, 2010). Data
collection also relied on keywords to include tweets that otherwise would not have been
monitored due to the lack of hashtags in the body of the text. We expect the combination of
35 hashtags and keywords associated with the protests in Brazil to have rendered a
representative, if biased, sample of the full dataset (Morstatter, et al., 2013), as the
requested data is well below the one percent threshold of the entire public stream allowed by
Twitter Streaming API. Although the data collection spans a period of six months, the
dataset analyzed in this study covers 19 days of protesting activity, starting on 11 June and
ending on 30 June 2013. This is the period when demonstrations filled the streets of
Brazilian cities with over two million protestors.
The geographic location of protestors attending demonstrations retrieved from press reports
was subsequently geocoded to match the database of Twitter messages. We retrieved the
geographic information about the messages using the following three–step process: 1.
Reverse geocoding the messages that included geocode information (two percent of the
dataset); 2. Extracting the location of messages based on the self–reported geographic
location retrieved from user profiles (31 percent of the dataset); and, 3. Identifying
geographic locations based on explicit references made in the text of the message (nine
percent of the dataset). Tweets were identified as coming from or referring to 3,268 Brazilian
cities across the 27 federative units. Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of messages
across the country and the number of protesting messages per federative unity in the
period.
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Figure 1: Distribution of messages across the country (top) and rank of states by number
of messages posted by users in the period (bottom). A larger version of the top portion of
this figure can be found at http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure1a.png. A larger version of
the lower portion of this figure can be found at http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure1b.png.
 
The aggregated data presents the geographic coordinates of individuals participating or
tweeting the protests in Brazil. Population density in Brazil varies considerable, ranging from
three persons per square kilometer in the Amazon region to 30 persons in the Northeast and
150 in the state of São Paulo. The population–dependent data was normalized using Brazilian
census (Censo, 2010) by calculating the rate of individuals engaged in political protests per
Brazilian federative unit. We computed the proportion of individuals tweeting messages
related to political demonstrations to the population of each state (in thousands). The
normalized data shows which states presented higher percentages of protestors and/or
Twitter messages across the country.
Figure 2 shows that the absolute number of tweets is concentrated in the richer, more
densely populated states in the Southeast region, and the data is further explored in the
spatial analysis reported in this paper. We also adjusted the data for the uneven
geographical distribution of GDP, and Figure 2 shows that richer states are still
overrepresented in terms of tweets by GDP per capita, particularly in São Paulo (SP), Rio de
Janeiro (RS), Minas Gerais (MG), Rio Grande do Sul (RS), and Distrito Federal (DF). The bars
in red show that poorer states in the Northeast region presented higher output of protesting
tweets relative to the population, particularly Rio Grande do Norte (RN), Amapá (AP), and
Alagoas (AL), with seven percent, five percent, and four percent respectively. Rio de Janeiro
stands out with 19 percent of the protesting messages relative to the local population.
 
 
Figure 2: Absolute number of Twitter messages (blue) and volume of messages adjusted for the
uneven geographical distribution of population (red) and GDP (yellow). Bars of the same color sum
up to 100 percent. A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure2.png.
 
4.1. Data cleansing
Tweets retrieved without the use of hashtags present a much higher signal–to–noise ratio
than tweets archived using hashtags. We addressed this problem by geocoding and reverse-
geocoding the messages and removing tweets associated with other instances of political
protest (i.e., protests in Turkey that overlapped with protests in Brazil). We geocoded
tweets with geographic information based on hashtags and profiles by interpolating spatial
locations from cities’ main locations. Geocoded information retrieved from Twitter was
reverse–geocoded to the city location in order to analyze descriptive statistics. We identified
the geographic location of just under 50 percent the dataset (1.4M tweets) and removed
messages not tweeted within the Brazilian territory.
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4.2. Data sampling
The analyses reported in this paper were performed over a normalized dataset adjusted to
the variations in population density and volume of tweets across Brazil. For the reasons
detailed in the Methods section, we sampled the 1.4M messages in three randomized samples
of 49,611 unique events based on protest, geocode, hashtag, and profile information, thus
totaling 198,444 events retrieved from a stratified random sample with unequal sampling
rates of protest, geocode, hashtag, and profile information streams. A number of functions
in the spatstat library (Baddeley and Turner, 2005) require unique coordinates, so prior to
sampling we added a random value ranging from 0.0001 to 0.001 to each geographic
observation in order to avoid problems with duplicates.
The randomized samples were created by subsequently resampling the data to groups of
10K events to match the nationwide distribution of protests in Brazilian cities, thus
producing four subsets of 10K events related to onsite (number of protestors) and online
(geocode, hashtag, and profile) protesting activity. For specific analysis, we resampled the
dataset to groups of 1K events of onsite and online political streams. Therefore, most of the
analyses reported in this paper rely on marked planar point patterns with 40,000 and 4,000
points, respectively, with average intensities of 52.7 and 5.27 points per square unit.
Coordinates are given to six decimal places and proportion is equally distributed between
geocode, hashtag, profile, and protest information streams.
 
5. Methods
The analyses reported in this paper were performed using R (R Development Core Team,
2013) for statistical computing and the spatstat package (Baddeley and Turner, 2005) for
space–time point pattern analysis. Spatstat supports point pattern data consisting of many
different types in the same dataset, so we merged the four streams of political unrest into
one marked planar point pattern contained by a window area of 758.974 square units (or
8,514,877 square kilometers using a conversion factor of 9.525e-3 from geographic
coordinates to metric system). Events are thus labeled according to the type they belong
and the four categories are merged together into one point pattern. The advantage of this
approach is that it allows for analyzing multitype point patterns such as the dataset used in
this study.
We projected the x–y coordinates of locales of political unrest in a shape file and simulated a
Poisson process conditional to the events and the deviation from CSR. The aim of this
method is to indicate the number of protests in each region and project the spread of
political upheaval for neighboring space points. To this end, we first removed all shared
borders in the polygons (Brazilian map) to avoid problems with self–intersection and
geometrical artifacts in the map. We also computed the distance between point patterns and
calculated the optimal point matching between multiple streams of political unrest. The
specialized primal–dual algorithm implementation in C by Illian, et al. (2008) can handle only
patterns with a few hundreds of points, so we resampled the planar points to 1K points for
each stream of political protest (geocode, hashtag, profile, and protest).
Analyses of the spatial locations of political protests were performed using point processes
to provide a probability distribution of objects in a finite set of spatial locations. We defined
the set of political protest locations as points in space in order to approach the qualitative
emergence of protests as a spatial statistics problem (Barthelmé, et al., 2012) and defined
the window of observation as the Brazilian territory which comprises 26 states and one
federal district. We relied on the Kulldorff and Nagarwalla (1995) model that supports data
with exact geographic coordinates for each individual. The model also provides a method of
detection and inference for spatial clusters and alternative hypotheses (Kulldorff, et al.,
1998).
The Cartesian coordinates of tweets and street protests were used the create point pattern
data (Illian, et al., 2008) that allowed for performing pair correlation function of point process
using kernel methods and to determine the dependence between points in the spatial point
process. We detected spatial and space–time clusters of political unrest and tested for
random distribution over space (Kulldorff, 1997; 2001). We have not found political activity
across all information streams in three states of the north and one state in the central–west
region of Brazil, so the model was fed with information from 23 hotspot locations. We
explored the intensity function λ(s) to define where events are likely to happen in the area A
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as the integral of the intensity function over A.
5.1. Limitations of the method
Limitations of the methods include the lack of a proper way to address cross–event
correlation and cross–location correlation with space–time statistics. Moreover, complex
visualization for pattern detection and hypothesis formulation is still forthcoming. There are
also several limitations with the method due to limitations with the data. First, we managed
to identify the location of only half of all users that tweeted messages related to the protests
in Brazil. Second, the location of users was retrieved using sources that vary considerably in
terms of reliability and precision. We expect considerable differences in the geographic
information provided by geocoded tweets, user profiles, and Twitter messages, not only in
terms of varied levels of accuracy, but also due to different locations from where users are
talking; to whom users are talking; and, to which location users send their messages.
 
6. Results
We normalized the data to include an equal number of protestors and messages with
location defined by geocode, profile, and hashtag and found major differences at the state
level. Figure 3 compares the distribution of protestors onsite (black), tweets (light blue),
tweets with location informed by geo coordinates (blue), user profile (dark blue), and
hashtags (red) across the states of Brazil. As we hypothesized in H1, the chart shows that
the states in the wealthier southeast — particularly São Paulo (SP), Rio de Janeiro (RJ), and
Minas Gerais (MG) — are the object of most hashtagged messages in sharp contrast with the
distribution of messages tweeted at these locations. In the states of Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo, the ratio of messages tweeted about the protests in the state (34 percent and 17
percent, respectively) is about four times as high as the relative number of protestors at
these locations (nine percent and four percent, respectively).
 
 
Figure 3: Volume of protestors attending demonstrations and tweets with geocoded,
hashtagged, and self–reported location of users during the Brazilian Vinegar protests. Bars of the
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same color add up to 100 percent. A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure3.png.
 
A direct comparison between the adjusted distribution of protestors and tweets also shows
that states in the wealthier southeast region, particularly Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo,
present nearly twice as many tweets (15 percent and eight percent, respectively) as
protestors (nine percent and four percent, respectively). On the other hand, less–connected,
isolated regions of Brazil reported the inversed trend: a higher ratio of protestors attending
demonstrations at these locations and a lower ratio of messages covering such protests —
particularly the states of Amazonas (AM), Mato Grosso (MT), and Mato Grosso do Sul (MS).
The state of Espírito Santo in the southeast region is the exception that confirms the rule.
One extreme case is the state of Mato Grosso do Sul (MS), with 10 percent of protestors
relative to local population and less than one percent of the ratio of messages tweeted in the
period.
The comparison between the overall distribution of Twitter messages (light blue) and the
distribution of hashtagged messages (red) sheds considerable light on the divisions of
Brazilian society. The differences between the geographic locations from where users tweeted
(geocode) and the geographic locations to where users directed their communications
(hashtag) follows a socio–economic gradient between the wealthier states in the southeast
region of Brazil, which concentrates large portions of the metropolitan public opinion of
Brazil, and the peripheries of the country that direct their communication to this geopolitical
center. Even though the states in the south and southeast regions of Brazil concentrate
nearly 80 percent of all politically charged and hashtagged messages, the local population did
not engaged more actively to the street protests in comparison to the remaining areas of
Brazil.
In order to further explore H1, we plotted the aggregated data across the five regions of
Brazil. In Figure 4 we normalized both the source of location (geocode, profile, and hashtag)
and the number of tweets according to the population in the regions of Brazil. The north
region presents a considerable higher incidence of mobile platforms and geocoded tweets are
on average twice as likely to come from the northern part of the country if population
distribution was the same across the country. Summarizing the results reported in Figure 3,
the southeast region of Brazil takes up two–thirds of the entire debate about political
protests in the country measured by the use of hashtags. Moreover, the ratio of messages
with geographic information follows the GDP distribution of regions in Brazil: the southeast is
followed by the south, which is followed by the northeast, central–west, and north regions.
These results are broadly consistent with the hypothesis H1.
 
 
Figure 4: Location source of protesting messages aggregated by regions of Brazil. Population
data is adjusted to the variations in population density across the country. A larger version of this
figure can be found at http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure4.png.
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Figure 4 also shows remarkable differences across the locations where users reported they
live (profile), locations to where users addressed their messages (hashtag), and locations
where users posted the tweet (geocode). Hashtagged messages are associated with the
formation of ad hoc publics (Bruns and Burgess, 2011), so that Twitter tags are organized
as modern agoras engineered to provide visibility and press coverage to events. Because of
that, users hashtag messages aimed at drawing attention to a particular cause or opinion
regardless of whether they are physically present at that location. Similarly, the self–reported
geographic location retrieved from user profiles is prone to returning locations users identify
themselves with, rather than the place where users live.
The data shows that while the geographic information collected through hashtags is more
focused on the southwest, where most protests occurred, the other types of geographic
information are more evenly distributed among the remaining areas of Brazil. This suggests
that hashtagged messages are more dedicated to the formation of ad hoc publics than
addressing issues and problems at the local level. These differences indicate important
political differences and economic inequalities across the country. First, although the north
region of Brazil shows a higher incidence of geotagged tweets relative to population density,
it presents a much lower volume of messages directed to that area of Brazil. Location
reported in user profiles is seemingly equal across regions of Brazil, except for the northeast
area, which is more likely to include this information, and the central–west, which is less likely
to include this data.
In view of the concentration of messages in few regions of Brazil, we compared the central
point of diffusion of protests to the central point of messages located via geocode, hashtag,
and profile information. Figure 5 shows the hotspot locations where messages related to
political unrest were posted. Hotspots are defined by an intensity function λ(s) in which s is
the spatial location and the intensity function defines where events are likely to happen and
the expected number of events to happen within the window of observation. The three
sources of location retrieved from Twitter present equal centroids around the São Paulo–Rio
de Janeiro axis, which form the economic center of the country. However, the intensity
function varies greatly across location sources based on geocode, hashtag and profile
information. The north region of Brazil presents points of diffusion mostly in the geocode
projection plot, and the hashtag projection and the actual location of protests are particularly
intense in the southeast region of Brazil.
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Figure 5: Central point of diffusion of political protests in Brazil and related Twitter messages
based on geocode, hashtag, and user profile. A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure5.png.
 
The intensity function does not take into account the population density across Brazil, so
messages with location based on geocode information include hotspot location in the north
part of Brazil, particularly around the cities of Belém and Rio Branco, but also in the
northeast and the central–west regions of the country. Consistent with the information
described in Figure 4, messages with location based on data retrieved from user profiles
present a more balanced distribution across the country, with a higher–than–average
occurrence in the northeast part of the country. Finally, messages in which location was
coded based on hashtag information are more broadly consistent with the actual location of
protests, with density curves concentrated in the southeast of Brazil and smaller hotspots in
the southern and northeast part of the country.
Figure 5 also shows that the perimeter of the points of diffusion grows larger as we move
away from onsite towards online protesting activity. Conforming hypothesis H2, the points of
diffusion show that hashtag stream is geographically more similar to the restricted perimeter
of the actual protests, while geocode projection much expands the covered zone and profile
stream reaches the majority of the Brazilian territory. The results of this analysis are
consistent with H2 and indicate a two–way exchange from online to onsite political protests.
On the one hand we observe that the point of diffusion in politically influential locations
presents a much shorter geographic perimeter. These areas stem from the actual location of
political protest and include the hashtag information stream (upper quadrats). The lower
quadrats, on the other hand, show the actual location of users tweeting the protests.
Consistent with hypothesis H3, this area covers a much larger portion of the country and is
demographically more representative and largely different from the core areas where
protesting activity thrived. These areas are particularly represented by the geocode and the
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profile information streams.
Political activity often displays singular concentrations of intensity and an intensity function
might not apply to these cases. Because of that, we estimated the intensity measure non–
parametrically counting the numbers of points falling in each quadrat. Figure 6 shows that
the occurrences of onsite protesting activity are proportional to the occurrence of online
protesting in geocoded and profiled messages, with symmetrical values across the six
quadrats analyzed. The remarkable difference lays in hashtagged messages, which present a
much higher occurrence of messages in the salmon–colored quadrat (southeast part of the
country) and a much lower occurrence of messages in the light green–colored area (central-
west part of the country) and the dark–blue quadrat (Amazon region). This confirms
hypothesis H1 again and shows that hashtagged messages are disproportionally driven
towards highly populated, urbanized, and wealthier parts of the country.
 
 
Figure 6: Quadrat counts for the activity streams of protestors (onsite), geocode, hashtag, and
profile messages (online). A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure6.png.
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Consistent with hypothesis H4, the plot of the chi–squared test using quadrat counts show
that the geographic distribution of users that tweeted the protests does not necessarily
overlap with the geographic distribution of street protests. The values reported in Figure 6
also confirm hypothesis H3 by showing that hashtagged messages work as a conduit to
bring together users that are sympathetic to the demonstrations but are not physically
present to the demonstrations. Figure 6 also shows that the overall increase of protesting
activity is consistent across all instances of online participation relative to onsite protesting.
There are on average 5,000 more geocode and profile messages in the southeast part of the
country, and nearly 1,500 less messages in the central–west part of Brazil relative to the
distribution of individuals attending demonstrations in the country.
These differences are dwarfed by the sheer contrast between onsite and online political
protest measured by the use of hashtags. Consistent with H1, the plot of the chi–squared
test using quadrat counts show that there are 15,000 more hashtagged messages for every
instance of political protest onsite in the southeast part of the country, and 4,000 less
messages in the central–west region on Brazil relative to onsite political activity. The similarity
is also noticeable when we look at the geometric center of protests across each information
stream. Figure 7 shows the centroids of each information stream — i.e., the mean position of
all the points in the coordinate directions. Both protest and hashtag streams are centered in
the southeast, although the former is slightly drawn towards the south and the latter
towards the northeast.
 
 
Figure 7: Centroid of the activity streams of protestors (onsite), geocode, hashtag, and profile
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messages (online). A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure7.png.
 
In order to test whether hashtagged messages are geographically closer to the hotspots
location of protests than profile and geocode messages, as asserted in hypothesis H2, we
calculated the number of marks that are attached to close neighbors of onsite political
protests in Brazil. We compiled a contingency table of the marks of geocode, hashtag, and
profile points within a 0.1 radius of the geographic location where onsite protests took place.
The results confirmed hypothesis H2 and showed that hashtagged messages are
geographically closer to the location of the protest, with a total of 48M (48,440,571)
neighboring marks to the location of onsite protests, compared to 22M (22,784,824) and
28M (28,473,160) of geocode and profile, respectively.
In short, hashtagged messages presented nearly twice as many neighboring marks to the
actual location of protests in comparison to geocoded and profile messages. Hashtagged
messages are also the source of information that is closer to all sources of geographic
information. We computed the average diameter of the five closest neighbors of each
location registered by the four information streams. We first set the neighborhood of point X
to consist of all points within a radius distance of 10 units (95,250 square meters), and the
results returned 3.1M (3,124,744) neighbors for hashtags, followed by 2.8M (2,807,288) for
protests, and 2.7M for geocode and profile (2,751,637 and 2,788,501, respectively). This is
the number of neighboring marks for an area the size of 14 football pitches (95,250 square
meters).
The difference between the information streams grows bigger as we set a more restrictive
perimeter. With radius adjusted to 0.1 (95 square meters), hashtagged messages presented
almost the same number of neighbors as all other sources of geographic information
combined, with 500K (501,191) for hashtags, 230K for geocode (238,837), 280K for profile
(288,421), and only 8K for protest (8,273). Again confirming hypothesis H2, the results
show that hashtagged messages are not only geographically closer to the actual location of
the protests, but also more connected to all sources of geographic information studied in
this paper. In short, hashtagged tweets connect users from geographically remote regions to
events gravitating toward urban centers and offer a place where users can track the
developments on the ground.
Figure 8 shows the average distances between point patterns in onsite and online political
activity streams. Although the shortest and the maximum distance are fairly equal across the
point patterns considered (0.0019 and 36.29 units, or 0.20 and 3,810 kilometers,
respectively), we found that the average distance from the point patterns of onsite activity to
hashtag is much shorter at 7.31 units (767 kilometers) than the average distance from
onsite activity to profile or geocode activity streams (8.69 and 8.86 units, or 912 and 930
kilometers, respectively).
The comparison between average distances shows that the geographic distribution of
hashtags is on average 150 kilometers closer to the geographic location of street protests in
comparison to the geographic distribution found in profile and geocode information streams.
In fact, the difference between median distances of hashtag to protest and geocode or
profile to protest is even more pronounced at 238 kilometers. Therefore, the average
distances between sources of political protest show that hashtag activity is geographically
closer to the geographic distribution of protestors across Brazil (hypothesis H2), although it
also indicate that hashtag activity stream is not a good predictor to the actual location of
users (hypothesis H3).
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Figure 8: Average distances from point patterns of protestors (onsite) to tweets with geocode,
hashtag, and profile (online). A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure8.png.
 
The distribution pattern of tweets with location information includes not only observations
with very different neighbors (hotspots), but also observations that cluster together because
they present very similar neighbors (Schabenberger and Gotway, 2005). We calculated the
point matching between the geographic location of protests to the sources of tweets based
on geocode, hashtag, and user profile. Figure 9 shows the optimal point matching between
two point patterns with the larger cardinality n that is closest to the point pattern with the
smaller cardinality m. Geocode data (blue) presented a larger–than–average volume of
cardinalities in the northern part of the country, while hashtag data (red) is heavily
concentrated in the southeast of Brazil.
 
 
Figure 9: Point matching between the location of protestors (onsite) and the location of tweets
based on geocode, hashtag, and profile (online). A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure9.png.
 
The matching between the planar point patterns of protest locations and social media
location is revealing. The results are based on a bipartite weighted graph in which the vertices
are provided by the two point patterns and edges are drawn each time a point of the first
point pattern is matched with a point of the second point pattern (i.e., a geographic point of
protest matches the geographic point of a tweet). The randomized sample with 1K points
matching returned 0.63 matching points between the planar point patterns of onsite political
protests and geocoded messages; 0.66 between the planar point of political protests and
profile messages; and 0.75 points between the planar point patterns of political protests and
hashtagged messages (cutoff = 1). These results confirmed hypothesis H2, and we
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understand that the higher number of matching points between the geographic locations of
hashtags and political protests results from both planar point patterns being heavily driven
towards urban, wealthier, and politically influential areas.
In order to test hypothesis H2 further, we converted the matrices with two–dimensional
coordinates into a neighbors list to triangulate the grid points and draw a graph (Zuyev and
White, 2013). Gabriel graphs draw a neighborhood only if there are no other points in their
line set. Figure 10 shows the Gabriel graphs between protesting activity and related tweets.
Triangulations between locations of onsite protests and geocoded tweets are very similar to
the triangulations between locations of onsite protests and profile tweets. In other words,
the connections between geocode and protest location are fairly similar to the connections
between protest and profile tweets. Both graphs presented identical percentage and number
of nonzero weights at 0.08705 and 3,482 (and identical average number of links at 1.741).
On the other hand, and again confirming hypothesis H2, triangulations between locations of
onsite protests and hashtagged tweets are very dissimilar to geocode and profile messages,
with percentage and number of nonzero weights at 0.0911 and 3,644 (identical average
number of links at 1.822).
 
 
Figure 10: Gabriel graphs connecting the location of protestors (onsite) to the location of tweets
based on geocode, hashtag, and profile (online). A larger version of this figure can be found at
http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure10.png.
 
We also calculated the Gabriel graphs for each information stream and found substantial
differences between them. Protest and hashtag graphs are again very similar, with 1.804 and
1.826 average number of links, respectively, and 243 and 233 regions with no links. Similarly,
geocode and profile graphs are also symmetric, with 1.632 and 1.646 average number of
links, respectively, and 246 and 249 regions with no links. We also found that protest and
hashtag graphs presented a single clique as the most connected region with seven links,
while the geocode graph presented two most connected regions with seven links and the
profile graph included four most connected regions with six links. Figure 11 shows the
Delaunay triangulation based on the location of points in a tangent sphere. The graph
maximizes the angles of the edges in the triangulation to avoid skinny formations.
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Figure 11: Delaunay graphs connecting the location of protestors (onsite) to the location of
tweets based on geocode, hashtag, and profile (online). A larger version of this figure can be
found at http://www.uic.edu/~ejv/img/Figure11.png.
 
 
7. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper we compared the geography of political protest in Brazil with the geographic
location of tweets related to the protests. The data shows that Twitter users
disproportionally focused their attention on the southeast region of Brazil and that this
attention is not consistent with the distribution of population and/or protestors attending
demonstrations. The conversational focus on this region is nonetheless consistent with the
timeline of events, as protests started in the Brazilian city of São Paulo against increases in
bus and metro fare. Protests in the southeast region were also more violent with 71 percent
of the arrests and 88 percent of all injures in the period, and included the majority of
protestors (67 percent) engaged in demonstrations (see Annex I).
We found that users are often not in the actual location of the protests they are tweeting
and that hashtagged messages work as a channel to bring together users that are
sympathetic to the protests but are not attending the demonstrations. The locations
indicated on hashtagged messages are both geographically closer to the actual location of
the protests and more connected to all sources of geographic information investigated in this
study. Hashtags thus connect regions geographically more isolated to urban centers at the
same time they offer a platform that brings social media users closer to street protests.
In the remaining of this paper we summarize the hypotheses tested in this study and discuss
the results.
H1: The geographic distribution of political
communication is concentrated in politically influential
regions of the country.
We confirmed H1 and found that political communication is channeled from geographically
remote areas to politically influential regions of the country. In other words, we found that
wealthier and more prominent regions of Brazil are the object of a higher–than–average
volume of hashtagged tweets not tweeted at these locations. In fact, the southeast region of
Brazil takes up two–thirds of the entire debate about political protests in the country
measured by the use of hashtags.
H2: The geographic distribution of protestors attending
demonstrations is closer to the distribution of hashtag
messages than to profile and geocode messages.
The results confirm H2 and show that the geographic distribution of hashtagged messages is
very similar to the geographic distribution of protestors onsite, with twice as many
neighboring marks than geocode and profile streams. The central point of diffusion of
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hashtagged messages is similar to that of street protests, both being particularly intense in
the southeast region of Brazil. This is indicative that Twitter is used to report ongoing events
and that hashtags follow closely the development of events onsite.
H3: The hashtagged location referred to in the
messages is relatively remote from the geographic
location where users tweeted the message.
We found that H3 is consistent with our data as the location referred to on hashtagged
tweets is relatively remote from the actual location where users tweeted their messages, with
hashtagged messages being particularly poor at predicting the actual location of users. We
found evidence that hashtagged messages are associated with the formation of ad hoc
publics and that the geography of Twitter user base differs considerably from the geography
of political communication. Our results also show that hashtagged messages are
disproportionally driven towards highly populated, urbanized, and wealthier parts of the
country whereas the user base is more equally distributed over the Brazilian territory.
H4: The geographic distribution of users tweeting the
protests is broader, less clustered, and relatively
remote from the geographic distribution of street
protestors.
The results confirm H4 and show that the location of users tweeting the protests is on
average considerably distant at 768, 912, and 930 kilometers (7.31, 8.69, and 8.86 units)
from the location of hashtag, profile or geocode activity streams, respectively, to the location
of street protestors. The central point of diffusion of online activity presents a much larger
perimeter in comparison to that of onsite activity. The geographic area from where users
tweeted the protests covers a much larger portion of the territory and is demographically
more representative of the national population compared to the area where protests
occurred.
The comparison between the distribution of hashtagged and non–hashtagged tweets sheds
considerable light on the divisions of Brazilian society. The difference suggests a socio–
economic gradient between the wealthier states in the southeast region of Brazil, which
concentrates large portions of the metropolitan public opinion of Brazil, and the peripheries
of the country that direct their communication to this geopolitical center. The density curves
of street protests and hashtags are concentrated in the economic center of the country,
while messages based on geocode and profile are clustered in relatively remote areas. This
confirms the role of hashtags in the formation of ad hoc publics (Bruns and Burgess, 2011),
mostly framed at the national level against the backdrop of local politics. These results are
also consistent with the hypothesis that social media activity is organized into neighborhoods
with boundaries (Cranshaw, et al., 2012) that differ from the local geography.
The main findings of this study offer a valuable contribution to the debate on media activism
and can be broadly summarized in two findings. Firstly, the geography of street protests is
considerably remote from the geography of users tweeting the protests (distance of 768,
912, 930 kilometers from the location of hashtag, profile or geocode activity streams,
respectively). In fact, the analyses reported in this study provide empirical evidence that the
geographies of online and onsite political activism are to a large extent dissimilar. These
results support and extend the earlier findings of Leetaru, et al. (2013), who found that
geographic proximity had minimal impact on what users communicate. The results also
highlight that media places more emphasis on the nationwide political context than the actual
locality where users tweeted their messages.
Secondly, and more critically, the results show that users from geographically remote areas
engage in political communication as a means for airing one’s political views despite the
unequal geographic distribution of power. This is indicative that digital communication is
instrumental in bypassing the constraints of broadcast media. Instead of having to deal with
the high costs of production and distribution (as in print), or the use of scarce and
expensive resources such as the electromagnetic spectrum (as in broadcasting), social media
enable users to channel their concerns and aspirations to the political center of the country.
We found that social media allowed for a larger and geographically more diverse collective of
opinions and voices, but we have not identified any fundamental change or decentralization in
the geography of power.
In fact, if anything, social media has amplified and consolidated the socio–economic and
political divisions within the country. This is perhaps to be expected, as metropolitan areas
and/or areas of high population density are likely to affect the political agenda and the public
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opinion of less populated, geographically distant locations. As a matter of fact, the southeast
region of Brazil is so influential that it includes more tweets than the remaining regions
combined. Lastly, and to conclude, the unequal distribution of messages based on geocode,
hashtag, and profile shows that identifying geographic location of social media users is a
challenging task given the multiple locations users inhabit, occupy, and communicate at any
given time. Despite these caveats, we expect the results reported in this study to inform
future research focusing the relationship between onsite and online protesting activity. 
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